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The Designated Killers 
 
Bruce is an office boy in a wholesale company. He considers 
the employees as idiots but are lucky to find a good 
position in the company. He is aggressive while working but 
the employees never mind him because he always covers their 
mistakes by his advises.  
 
Bruce also has problems in his private life, he suffers 
from being shy and antisocial but he refuses to have sex 
with his neighbour (Anna at mid 40s’). Bruce has huge 
collection of lady dresses. Whenever he is interested in a 
lady, he is having sex with the doll dressed like that 
lady.  
 
Bruce’s father calls him frequently to come back to take 
over his shop in the country but Bruce has different plans. 
He wants to have his city dreams come true and respect from 
the employees.  
 
Bruce meets O’Brien, a door to door kitchen items seller, 
living next to Bruce’s flat. They start going to a bar 
nearby, they notice that they have similar view of life and 
suffer from similar problems. They agree to make a big move 
before this rat race digests them. As a beginning, they 
plan to act for a good reason. They decide to annoy a 
writer (Sam) who is always in trouble with patriots. 
Meanwhile they notice an orange dressed beautiful lady 
(Diana) at the bar but can’t dare to meet her. Bruce buys 
an orange dress and has sex with the doll dressed in 
orange.  
 
By coincidence Bruce meets to writer (Sam) at the airport 
and saves him from attackers. When Bruce arrives at home 
while watching news, he sees some people throwing eggs to 
Sam and notices O’Brien, one of them. O’Brien was the 
winner of “annoying Sam” bet. He feels bad and starts 
having problem with sleeping and consuming huge number of 
cigarettes and drink, meanwhile his father again calls him 
to take over the shop.  
 
One night O’Brien comes with Diana to Bruce’s flat. O’Brien 
tells that he already talked to Diana about “making a big 
move” and she is totally agree with that. She thinks that 
courage is real when it is against the evil and bad people. 
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They discuss to find a victim and she gives a name of an 
evil man, Lucas. He is a moneylender and famous with 
exploiting teenagers. Bruce supports this idea and talks 
about killing Lucas, he was trying to affect Diana. They 
make a plan to kill Lucas called “designated killer” which 
gives equal opportunity to all candidate killers.  
 
Diana and Bruce (introduced as her brother) visit Lucas and 
request some money. After the visit they think that it was 
good choice and he deserves to be killed and the money that 
Lucas keeps at his house will be bonus for them. They agree 
to kill him when his stepdaughter is not at house.  
 
They pick an axe to kill Lucas because axe will provide 
extra message for other evil people to discourage them. 
Bruce and O’Brien change their mind after couple days but 
Diana convinces them again to kill Lucas. Some signs are 
translated to that they are in right way, Trio carry out 
“the designated killer” plan.  
 
Before an attempt to kill Lucas, Bruce gets some drugs for 
extra courage but by reverse effect, Bruce faints. When he 
opens his eyes he is in his flat and doesn’t remember 
anything and no contact to O’Brien and Diana. He finds a 
notice in his postbox, which invites him to police station. 
He cannot find his car in front of the apartment and goes 
to the bar. He watches night news about murder of Lucas and 
his stepdaughter with a sharp device and the Lucas’ big 
money was stolen.  
 
In the morning Bruce and goes to police station before 
work. At the station he learns that he was invited for a 
credit claim and feels better and relaxed. During his stay 
he listens to police chatting about Lucas murder and he 
comments on killer and human psychology. One of the senior 
detectives (Steve) identifies his ideas from a web site 
blog related to personal development. Steve also requests 
him to talk to his son about personal development. Bruce 
takes this request as a sign of his innocence.  
 
Late at night O’Brien calls him and tells that police 
interrogated Diana because police checked Lucas’ personal 
computer and contacting to all people listed in computer 
files. Bruce decides to go to police station before they 
call. When Bruce goes to police station detective Steve 
interrogates him and tells that it is standard procedure 
but he doesn’t pay attention when Bruce mentions about 
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counseling for his son. Steve also informs Bruce about his 
car left in front of Lucas’ apartment.  
 
When Bruce goes to get his car, he cannot stop himself and 
goes in the building, examines the crime scene but feels 
bad and apartment caretaker (Alex) helps him get in car and 
also drives his car to his apartment.  
 
Trio meets in O’Brien’s flat and reviews what happened in 
couple days, Bruce notices that Diana puts a distance to 
him. Later O’Brien tells him that she is afraid of him 
since the brutal Lucas murders. He also tells that Diana 
and him don’t want bloody Lucas’ money.   
 
Bruce visits the Writer, they talk about literacy 
especially about “Crime and Punishment”. Writer tells that 
being a genius is not a right to kill less smart people. He 
also tells that being smart doesn’t mean police can not 
catch you because after spending many years at back streets 
and police stations they have enough mastery on crime mind 
games. They catch you till you learn basic skills on hiding 
crime. Another concern about crime, according to Writer, is 
to explain the crime to your conscience, crime that is not 
logical itself.    
 
Bruce more confused after dinner with Sam, comes to his 
apartment and tries to find missing axe, checks around the 
apartment. Anna tells him that she knows what he is looking 
for and she mentions about the axe, which is in her flat 
now. Bruce accepts to make love with her to get the axe but 
she tells that she doesn’t have it but saw him carrying the 
axe a night. She now expects him into his flat more 
frequently.      
 
Next day Bruce notices someone hangs around his flat, few 
minutes later leaves the apartment. The day after it 
happens again, it was Alex. He comes to door and says “you 
are the killer, I saw your car parked there and there was 
an axe on the seat” and leaves.  
 
Bruce talks to O’Brien about Alex and Anna, they decide to 
send Bruce for a vacation for a while. Bruce feels better 
at vacation but later Diana calls him and says “they had 
killed Alex because he knew the story and tried to 
blackmail them”. She tells that relatives of Alex are 
watching the flat, O’Brien left her and he is the only 
person who can take the body of Alex out of apartment. They 
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make a plan to transfer the corpse. Bruce comes with a 
truck pretending a deliveryman for a new oven. He takes 
away the corpse (which was kept in body bag for days in a 
refrigerator) and buries in a far land. During his action 
he feels that somebody is watching him. 
 
Diana calls Bruce again and tells him that they will call 
him again. Later Bruce comes to his flat to pick his stuff 
and sees a notice on the door, an invitation to police 
station, tears the paper. When he comes to his car, meets 
to a uniformed cop and he is taken to police station.  
 
Police talks about a last minute, Lucas murders eyewitness. 
Bruce understands that everything is over and he is going 
to jail. At police station, Steve has no hurry to confront 
Bruce to eyewitness (waiting behind the gray big door) as 
if he expects Bruce to confess everything. When the door 
opens, Alex comes in and Bruce gets confused and Alex says 
“he killed the victims with an axe”. Bruce was to loose his 
mind when he sees Alex alive.   Steve takes out an axe from 
drawer and says, “is this the axe you mentioned?”  
 
Bruce was out of control and confesses the murder of Lucas 
and Alex. Steve says “no need to confess Alex’s one, he is 
still alive”. All the people in police station start to 
laugh at Bruce and Steve tells the story behind by 
laughing, “O’Brien got into deep debt and cash problem. 
O’Brien made a plan to find a volunteer killer and found 
many, you were one of them but when they notice that you 
cannot do it, they used Mitchell, you know Mike, don’t you? 
The man you buried in far land. When they killed Lucas, 
they noticed you took over the crime and they used you. 
Three days ago Mitchell, the killer, requested more Lucas 
money and they killed him during quarrel. They confessed 
everything yesterday”. He adds that Bruce can go but must 
not leave the city. Bruce asks the reason for the play in 
the police station, and Steve says “it is the part of 
preventing crime program and we, police, sometime need 
fun”. People in the station laugh at Bruce again, Steve 
says “never look down on people, even for crime, there is 
minimum requirement, my ass personal development adviser”.  
 
Bruce spends 6 months in the jail for being an accessory 
not an accomplice. Bruce goes to his country and takes over 
his father’s shop and he looks happy with country life.  


